Avoiding Investment Strategy Flame-outs

Why do investment/trading strategies that
test well on historical data flame out when
put to actual use? Are there steps investors
can take to improve the odds that strategies
they develop will perform as tested? This
book draws upon reviews of hundreds of
academic and practitioner studies that seek
to predict asset prices and exploit the
predictions. It focuses on widespread
weaknesses and limitations in these studies
to help investors: (1) avoid or mitigate the
weaknesses in developing their own
strategies; and, (2) perform due diligence
on strategies offered by others. Avoiding
Investment Strategy Flame-outs is the
product of years of research analysis by
Steve LeCompte, Editor of CXO Advisory,
a stock market research repository for
thousands of individual, institutional, and
academic investing professionals. CXO
Advisory has been featured in publications
that include The Wall Street Journal,
TheStreet.com, Seeking Alpha, Forbes,
FOX News, and The Motley Fool.
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